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WHEN YOU SHOW UP IN MY TOWN NEAR MIDNIGHT

I make us dinner and we do love that ends with you trembling like water in a glass in an earthquake and one of us making dove sounds, I can't tell who, and when we go for a stoned walk in the all-next-day woods and you make me feel wide as the woods holding my hand and saying which way do you want to go baby and when you stop me and unzip my jacket with force and precision like it's my life and you want inside so you can touch my nipples through my shirt while I stand there being high wanting you to have everything you want and wanting that to be everything I have and you say I've never done anything like that and when we get home and I make us dinner again and it rains because we said we wanted it to and I open the windows so we can smell it and we start to make love again because you tipped back my head and said I need access to this place on your neck and when it's over again, when you've held me all the way through, keeping your lips on that place I gave you access to while my body tries to turn inside out, while my brain lights up like the lightning outside, like that game Simon, and everything in me is reset to be yours, you won, you hit all the right buttons in the right order, and after you get up to change the music and you turn around because you thought I said your name and I say I didn't but when you turn back to the music I say your name and you come back and panther pounce on me to tell me I'm so fun and kiss my face while Lucinda sings about the lines around your eyes and I look at the lines around your eyes, when you do all that you make me want you to come back as soon as you leave three days later but when I tell you that on the phone after you've gone you say nothing and I hear the Simon Says you didn't say and Simon Says I never want you to come back.